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   Owning a large and ______________ sex toy collection requires a fair bit of 

maintenance. First of all, any time you masturbate with a toy, you’ll need to 

______________ all the bodily fluids that ______________ in the crevasses. I 

suggest ______________ your toys under ______________ water and letting 

them air dry. Any butt plugs that smell particularly ______________ can be 

cleaned with a 10% ______________ and 90% ______________ solution. If you 

own dildos made of ______________, be careful not to ______________ them — 

it could ruin their ______________.it could ruin their ______________. And don’t forget to recharge your vibrators 

on a/an ______________ basis, otherwise you run the risk of one 

______________ on you mid-orgasm. Now that is a tragedy of ______________ 

proportions.

  Finally, store your collection in a/an ______________-free zone, and make 

sure everything’s hidden away when you have guests over for ______________ 

night. Remember: piles of vibrators may be very normal to you now, but not 

everyone is going to be as cool with accidentally seeing a/an ______________, 

______________-sized dong ______________ on your kitchen counter.

SO YOU WANNA BE A DILDO COLLECTOR
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Gather a sex-positive friend or two. In this variation, you are meant to see the full story on 
the opposite side, while your friends should not. e key is to be discerning about where you 
place their answers. For example, ask for several nouns at once, then place them in the funni-
est spaces. Ask for different answers if nothing seems to fit. Adjust the story however you’d 
like, and encourage your friends to be as freakish as possible. en enjoy the hilarious result!

HOW TO PLAY WITH FRIENDS — PIPH STYLE

Fill in the blanks on this page before viewing the story on the opposite side. en transfer the 
words you’ve chosen into the corresponding spaces in the story — and enjoy the hilarious 
result!

HOW TO PLAY SOLO


